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EDITORIAL...
Dear Collector
Welcome to issue 6, the final newsletter of the second season. Reflecting
back on the six newsletters to date,
my favourite was issue 4, the first and
only bumper issue with twelve pages.
With an extra four pages it was possible to pack more in and it felt a little
meatier, for want of a better expression. I am keen to produce more
bumper issues and have thus decided
that in future all newsletters will contain twelve pages. As a result, each
subscription period will be for two
issues, being published every 4-6
months. The new subscription cost for
UK members is now just £8.95. For
those members whose subscription is
up, there is a renewal subscription
form enclosed with this newsletter. I
hope you decide to re-subscribe.
As I’m sure you will be aware, The
Beano turned 70 in July. Fans of artwork may be interested to visit The
Cartoon Museum, in London, this
summer. As part of the birthday celebrations, up until 2nd November, the
Museum is holding an exhibition displaying original artwork of many
household comic names such as Desperate Dan, Dennis the Menace, The
Bash Street Kids, Minnie the Minx,
Lord Snooty, Beryl the Peril, the
Numbskulls, Black Bob, Jonah, Jak
and Todd, Les Pretend and many
more. The art was drawn by, amongst
others, Leo Baxendale, Paddy Brennan, James Crighton, Hunt Emerson,
David Law, Allan Morley, Bob Nixon,
Nigel Parkinson, Ken Reid, David
Sutherland and Dudley Watkins. Full
details
can
be
found
at
www.cartoonmuseum.org or you can
contact the Museum on 020 7580
8155. The address is The Cartoon

Museum, 35 Little Russell Street, London, WC1A 2HH.
As a further part of the celebrations
John Patrick Reynolds, a screen
printer from north London, has produced an oversized print of the cover
of the #1 Beano comic. He approached The Beano & Dandy Collectors’ Club for help
in tracking down
an original #1
Beano comic for
the print’s production. With the
very kind help of
a member of the
club, the piece
was successfully
produced and the
finished print, in a
limited edition of
just 70, is superb with very bright,
vivid colours indeed. For details of the
print please make contact with me.
I am hoping to meet John soon at his
studio in London to be shown the
process of producing a screen print.
The principles are similar to the production of a comic, so watch this
space in future for a possible article
on their production.
I mentioned in issue 5 that BBC Radio
4 produced a programme on the
Beano and Dandy comics, which aired
in April. The show gathered several
key DC Thomson figures, including
former Editors Dave Torrie, Walter
Fearn and Morris Heggie, and former
artists Bill Ritchie and Jim Petrie, to
discuss the comics. It was fascinating
to hear the stories of people who
worked on the comics both past and
present and here are just three snippets that caught my attention and
made me chuckle. -

Dave Torrie commented that by the
1970s the topic of ethnicity was becoming apparent. One letter arrived
at DC Thomson commenting that in a
Dandy comic from July 1975 there
were 632 characters, of which only
one was of a foreign extraction, and
he was a Mexican with his moustache
tied to some railings! Dave explained
that up to and during that time, the
population of Dundee and the Tayside
area was predominantly white, and
the script writers would primarily
write about things they saw in their
everyday lives. Indeed, during the
1980’s, a BBC documentary on the
comics visited the editorial offices,
and it showed the Beano scriptwriters
on a Monday morning pouring over
the local newspapers for script ideas.
Another story related to war propaganda in the comics in the 1940’s,
which included the strips “Addie and
Hermy” and “Musso the Wop”. It was
revealed that during 1945 the Americans invaded Germany and found a
store containing records relating to
the German proposed invasion of Britain in 1940. Present was a list of people to be arrested, and they included
the Editor of the Daily Telegraph, the
Editor of the Sunday Times, the Editor
of the Daily Mail, the Editor of The
Beano and the Editor of The Dandy!
At the time The Dandy Editor was
mightily chuffed to hear this news!
One final story touched upon the political correctness of the comics - the
physical punishment, such as slippering, was coming under general scrutiny. Instead of writing directly to DC
Thomson, the complainants were
sending letters to the Home Office. In
turn, the Home Office were writing in
complaint to DC Thomson. One day a
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letter from The Home Office arrived
at DC Thomson which referred to a
story in the Dandy where a character
made his own fireworks. It read “We
would draw your attention to the
Explosives Act of 1868, Section 19,
Paragraph C which specifically states
that no private person or persons can
make explosives of any nature.” At
the time that this reached the Editorial Offices in Dundee, one editor was
just completing a Desperate Dan
page and, in response to the letter,
added at the bottom “Next week
Desperate Dan will show you how to
make an atomic bomb!”
There’s just space for three quick
announcements. First, phil-comics

auctions will be auctioning hundreds
of British comic auctions on eBay
from now until Christmas, so please
check out the Live Auctions page at
www.phil-comics.com. There’ll be
something for everyone! We have
been offered several collections recently to auction on commission on
behalf of vendors. We would encourage all potential vendors to peruse
the Auction Results section of our
website, which contains over 5,500
British comic results.
Second, issue 6 of Crikey! (‘The
Great British Comics Magazine’) was
devoted to DC Thomson comics and
well worth a read. Back issues are
available
for
£3.99
each
at

www.crikeyuk.co.uk or you can send
a cheque, payable to Sequential Media
to
4
Hillsborough
Drive,
Unsworth, Bury, BL9 8LE, UK.
Finally,
a
new
website
at
www.uniquecomiccollectables.com
has been given unique access to the
DC Thomson archive so feel free to
log on to view some of the finest
comic art in the world!
As always, happy collecting!

Phil Shrimpton

ANNUAL ID GUIDE 3: BEANO & MAGIC-BEANO 1940-1949
Readers of the Beano comic in 1938
will very likely have read the Dandy
comic and possibly received, or at
least seen, the first Dandy Monster
Comic annual being published in September 1938 just two months after
publication of the #1 Beano comic. A
year later, they must have hoped that
a Beano Book would be published for
Christmas,
and their wish
was
granted
when this advert appeared
in the Beano
comic in September 1939.
The book was
described
as
the funniest of
the year and,
with cover and
pictorial spine
drawn by Dudley
Watkins,
featured most
of the Beano
characters
playing on a
see-saw being
supported by Pansy Potter.
Much like the first Dandy Monster

Comic annual, the first Beano Book
was a chunky item with 136 cardboard
pages. The usual array of characters
from the weekly comic were to be
found inside (the cover star Big Eggo
had six separate pages), but several
other non-weekly Beano characters
were found, including Podge from The
Dandy comic.
In 1941 the format of the book became
slightly taller and thinner, and this
style remained for the 1942 and 1943
years before becoming thinner in 1944.
You will notice that the title changed to
The Magic-Beano Book with the 1943
annual.
The
Magic
comic
began in 1939
and, after 80
issues, ceased
publication
in
1941.
Paper
shortage
was
the official reason given in the
last issue, with a promise that the paper would return. Sadly, the paper was
not seen again but several characters,
including Sooty Snowball, Peter Piper,
Tootsy McTurk and Dick Turpentine
amongst others, were amalgamated
with The Beano, and so the title
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by Phil Shrimpton

changed to The Magic-Beano Book.
The most notable character who was
saved was Koko the Pup, sporting a
blue and red top with a big “K”, who
starred in a prominent role with Big
Eggo on the subsequent 1940s
Magic-Beano Book covers.
The pictorial spine of the first annual
was very attractive and a similar design was adopted for the 1941 annual, but, much like the Dandy Monster Comic, this format was dropped
for the 1942 annual, being substituted for a simple design reading
“The Magic-Beano Book”.
In response to The Dandy Monster
Comic ID Guide in issue 5, a subscriber
suggested
that it would be interesting to discuss
the rarity of the
annuals. So a canvas email was sent

Trivia Quiz! What is
the hidden meaning
on the rear cover of
the
1943
MagicBeano Book?

followed by 1939 and, in joint third
place, 1940 and 1944.
When discussing The Beano Books,
the years that collectors were most
missing were 1) 1940, 2) 1942, 1943
and 1944 and 3) 1941. The annual
believed to be the rarest was the
1941 annual, followed by 1940 and
then 1944.
What stood out was that the actual
number of Beano annuals missing
from collections was approximately
twice that of the Dandy annuals.
Whether this was due to the fact that
The Beano annuals are rarer than The
Dandy annuals, or that the enhanced
cost of The Beano annuals renders
them more difficult to acquire was not
researched. What are your thoughts
on this?
The enhanced cost of the respective
first annuals (1939 Dandy Monster
Comic and 1940 Beano Book) relative
to the later years clearly renders
them more difficult to acquire, but, in
my experience at least, they appear
to be more common than some of the
later years, perhaps due to elevated
print runs to help promote the new
title and the paper shortages of the
subsequent war years.
One collector commented that he believes none of the annuals are rare,
adding that they are all are available
somewhere in the country if you
search hard enough.
Of course, there are no right or wrong
answers to the above questions and
the answers given depend on the experience of each individual collector.
From my own point of view, I have
always found the 1941 annual of both
titles very hard to find, and in fact
more so the Dandy 1941 annual.

out to club members asking which
Beano (1940-49) and Dandy (193949) annuals they were missing in
their collections, and which they believed were the rarist. Approximately
15 members replied which, although
only represents about 10% of the
member base, can be considered a
reasonable number to give a balanced
view.
In terms of The Dandy Monster
Comic, the annuals which most collectors were missing were the 1941,
1939 and, in joint third place, 1940,
1942 and 1944. The annuals they
believed to be the rarest were 1941,

The 1944 annual of each title has always appeared to be difficult to find,
but then the market at times can
make the annuals seem like buses; on
two occasions I have seen 2 to 3 different copies of the 1944 Beano and
Dandy annuals appear on the market
in quite close succession. One could
argue the fact that once one has appeared, and presumably achieved a the 1940s annual covers were drawn
good price, its sale acts as a catalyst by James Crighton.
for others to sell their copies.
The front and rear covers of the 1940
Whatever the answers, the mystery of to 1949 annuals are in order from top
the apparent rarity of the annuals to bottom, left to right.
adds another enticing element to the Beano Diaries: 2 volume set: £17.50
world of comic book collecting.
plus P&P. Please make contact with us
Very much like the rear covers of the if interested...
Dandy Monster Comic annuals, the
Beano Book rear covers are rather
attractive, featuring a single character
such as Lord Snooty, Pansy Potter
and Tin-Can Tommy the Clockwork
Boy. Dudley Watkins drew the front
and rear cover art for the 1940 and
1941 annuals, whilst the remainder of
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THE BEANO SUMMER SPECIALS

by Phil Shrimpton

Along with the Beano and Dandy
free gifts, which were explored in
detail in issue 4, I have a passion
for the Summer Specials, particularly those from the 1960s and
1970s. The printing processes employed in the 1960s, combined with
the slightly waxy cover paper, gave
them a lovely feel and the colours
are just fantastic. One of my favourite covers is the 1966 Beano
(pictured on this page, bottom
left): the expanse of blue contrasts superbly
with the yellow and red of the paper ring
being held by Biffo.
In terms of traditional ‘comic’ Summer /
Holiday Specials, in 1961 Fleetway produced
perhaps the first such issue with the Jack
and Jill Summer Special from their nursery
title of the same name. The following year,
O d h a m s
Press published
the
Eagle Holiday
Extra
and TV Publications
published TV
Comic Holiday Special.
Whether the publication of these issues encouraged DC Thomson to try their hand at
them a year later in 1963 with the joint
Dandy-Beano Summer Special (and the first
Bunty Summer Special) is a moot point.
They certainly wanted to optimise the use of
their new printing press which had been producing the girls’ paper Diana since February
1963.
The joint Dandy-Beano Summer Special of
1963 was interesting in that it was the first
time in 25 years that DC Thomson had combined the two independently successful titles. Published in June 1963, it contained 32
pages and was edited exclusively by Ian
Chisholm, in the time between him leaving
the editorship of the Beezer and joining the
girls’
papers, and
had cover
artwork by
D u d l e y
Watkins.
All
strips
inside were
reprints
from classic artists
such as James Crighton, Ken Reid, Leo Baxendale, David Law and, of course, Dudley
Watkins, and included an even split of eight
Beano and eight Dandy characters. The
Beano stars were Biffo the Bear, Roger the
Dodger, Little Plum, Kat and Kanary, Dennis
the Menace, Minnie the Minx, The Bash
Street Kids and General Jumbo. Characters
from the Dandy camp were Korky the Cat,
The Smasher, Desperate Dan, Wily Smiley –
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the Jungle Joke, Little Angel Face, Corporal
Clott, Black Bob and Charlie Chimp.
In 1964, The Beano and The Dandy had their
very own Summer Specials produced in much
the same format as the 1963 joint issue. In
the early years the centre page spread was
dedicated to a game, and a selection of these
have been pictured.
It has taken me years to compile my own,
now complete, collection of Beano and Dandy
Summer
Specials
from 1963
to my cutoff point of
1980. One
of the challenges
of
building
such a collection is to
find them in high grade. Due to their large
size, not only were the corners prone to
creasing and wear, but they were often
folded in half – either for delivery or storage,
or both.
Further, they can be quite hard to find in
their own right, regardless of grade. I recall
several years ago selling a 1967 Beano Summer Special to an ex-pat living in New Mexico, USA. He had wanted to locate this specific year for some time as he distinctly remembered reading it on a coach trip on his
summer holiday to Weston-Super-Mare. He
happened to know the year as it was the
same week, in late August 1967, that the
Beatles
manager,
Brian Epstein, died.
Unlike the
w e e k l y
comics,
which were
often delivered
to
readers’
homes, the Summer Specials would often be
bought away from home on holiday, and
probably left on holiday – covered in that
unique seaside town blend of sand, sea water
and ice cream - thus fewer would have survived today for the likes of you and me.
Having said all that, it is possible to find
early, flat examples in Fine condition. When
one does, they are a real treat to the eye so
please enjoy the surrounding collage. From
top left, going down and across to bottom
right are the years 1963 to 1977. As you will
see, The Beano Summer Specials offered a
single panel front cover with an amusing /
seemingly impossible scenario, the outcome
of which was revealed on the single framed
rear cover.
The Dandy Summer Specials were just as
bright and colourful, with the single panel
front cover leading to a classic comic strip on
the rear. The front covers of the 1964-1979
issues are pictured, top left to bottom right,
on the back page.
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As senior member of the D.C. Thomson family of comics it fell upon The
Dandy to set the parameters for the
various genres that would be included
not only within its own pages, but
also within those of the other comics
that would eventually make up the
Thomson stable. The firm had cautiously dipped their toe into the comic
format with single page strips in some
of their story papers, the most memorable of these being Allan Morley’s
“Nosey Parker”, whose proboscis,
usually poked into someone else’s
business, bore the brunt of his nosiness for decades in Rover and later
Beezer. Throughout the ‘thirties DC
Thomson experimented with the
comic format in a number of ‘giveaway’ issues with various publications: four issues of Midget Comic
presented with Wizard in 1930, Rover
Midget Comic, given with the story
paper after which it was named, in
1933, and a number of others. The
‘dry run’ for Dandy Comic was almost
certainly The Midget Comic, given
with Red Letter (a women’s magazine) in August 1937. Within The
Midget Comic’s 36 pages were most
of the elements that, four months
later, found their way into The Dandy.
One component noticeable by its absence in all these trial comics was the
adventure strip. However, when No. 1
of The Dandy Comic appeared on the
news-stands early in December 1937
this omission had been rectified.
Dandy No. 1 included two full-blown
adventure strips: “Lost on the Mountain of Fear” and “The Daring Deeds
of Buck Wilson”. The former was
drawn by Fred Sturrock who remained
a mainstay of Dandy adventure strips
during its formative years. Despite
the rather bland quality of the drawing that lacked that spark of life so
essential to a memorable strip, “Lost
on the Mountain of Fear” ran for nine
months and was immediately followed
by a sequel: “Handy Clark on the
Treasure Trail”.
Another early Sturrock effort, and one
that exploited those two favourite DC
Thomson themes of magic and a
quest, was “The Boy With Iron
Hands”, that commenced in August
1939 and ran for a full year before

David, hero of the adventure, had
succeeded in ridding Caledon of Red
Roderick, the Tyrant King. Fred Sturrock continued to contribute to Dandy
throughout the 1940s and on into the
‘fifties.

DANDY ADVENTURES
by Norman Wright

Deeds of Buck Wilson” drawn by Jack
Glass. This was a conventional singing
cowboy strip that cashed in on the
popularity of the myriad singing cowboy ‘B’ westerns that were so popular
during the 1930s and 40s. Glass was
excellent at depicting intense action,
be it saving a
youngster from
a ferocious grizzly bear, as in
issue No. 1, or
the rip roaring antics of “Never-Never
Wilson” (1938-39) the circus scout, in
which leaping horses, speeding cars
and thrilling chases were always the
order of the day.
Glass was a long serving contributor
who drew for many DC Thomson comics and story papers. Over the years he
developed a style that became instantly recognisable. Here, at the start
of his strip-drawing career, he had not
yet perfected the heavily shaded technique that during the coming decades
was to give his work a unique touch of
brooding mystery that irresistibly drew
the reader into the story. Glass’ drawing from the mid-nineteen forties onwards is reminiscent of the Amalgamated Press artist, Arthur Jones, best
remembered for the countless covers
he painted for the pre-war Thriller.
Neither man was as accomplished at
figure drawing as some of their contemporaries, yet their best work perfectly captured the mood of imminent
danger and brooding mystery that they
were invariably depicting.

Another larger than life character depicted by Glass in the early years of
Dandy was “Boomerang Burke” the NoGun Mountie, whose wooden weapon
proved very effective in bringing down
crooks. Glass deserves a place in the
British Hall of Comics Fame for allegedly depicting the first all-British super
hero. According to Denis Gifford in his
“Encyclopedia of Comic Characters”,
“The Amazing Mr X”,
wh o
commenced
righting wrongs in
Dandy No. 272, in
August 1944, was
“the first all-British superhero.” Donning his black skin-tight trousers, white
jersey and flowing black cloak and
mask, Len Manners transformed himself into Mr. X. Thus garbed he pur-

The second adventure strip in the inaugural number was “The Daring
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sued villains and saboteurs. Despite
possessing no superhuman strength
and relying solely on abilities built up
from a regime of exercising, Mr X
was a power-packed hero.
For those of us who grew up reading
Dandy in the late 1950’s, Jack Glass
is probably best remembered for his
two historical adventure strips:
“Quick Nick” and “Cats-Eye Kelly”.
Quick Nick recounted the adventures

of an 18th century apprentice locksmith who had an amazing skill that
allowed him to open any lock – without a key - in seconds. Cats-Eye
Kelly was set in 17th century London
and followed young Kelly as he
searched for his missing mother.
Kelly had the ability to see in the
dark and used his powers to act as a
link-boy, guiding travellers through
the dark streets at night. “Cats-Eye
Kelly” had first appeared as a short
text serial in the Dandy in 1953. By
the time these two adventure strips
appeared in the comic Glass had fully
developed his unique ‘brooding’
style.
One of my own favourite adventure
strips from the very early days of
Dandy is the pirate adventure “Black
Hawk’s Boy” drawn by George Ramsbottom. This ten week strip was
beautifully conceived and drawn in a
naturalistic style, with plenty of period detail crammed into every
frame. Ramsbottom had contributed
the ‘comic adventure strip’ “Invisible
Dick” to Dandy
from
the
first
issue but “Black
Hawk’s Boy” was
drawn in a far
more mature and
satisfying style making one wish that
Ramsbottom had been assigned to
more full-scale adventure strips.
Dudley Watkins had, as every enthusiast knows, contributed to Dandy
from its inaugural number but his
first adventure strip for the comic did
not appear until 1942, when he drew
“Peter Pye”. The strip recounted the
story of Peter, Squire Cedric’s young
chef, who, with the help of a bunch
of assistant dwarfs, mixes culinary
creations with out and out adventure
in the Middle Ages. Watkins perfectly
captured the medieval mood: costumes, armour and all the paraphernalia of everyday life in the fifteenth
century were beautifully drawn in
panels that were small masterpieces

of composition. “Peter Pye” only ran
for twenty weeks but Watkins so
obviously excelled at depicting the
period that he was immediately assigned to follow it with another historical strip. This was “Dick Whittington”, a retelling of the traditional
story, that commenced in issue No.
227, in November 1942. While excellently drawn it did not quite reach
the high standard of its predecessor
being, in my opinion, more on par
with his “Tom Thumb” strips that
were running in Beano at the time.
Watkins’ longest running adventure
strip for Dandy was “Danny Longlegs”, recounting the adventures of
the ten feet tall schoolboy who lived
in the village of Sleepy Dale. With
this strip Watkins was back on top
form as Danny, a mischievous young
fellow – always with a cheeky twinkle
in his eye – used his height to outwit
tiresome teachers, sulky sentinels
and all manner of unsavoury characters who inhabited his endlessly exciting medieval world.
The first series of “Danny Longlegs”
ran until the summer of 1947 and
was immediately followed by a Watkins ‘comedy adventure’ strip that
was even more fantastic than its
predecessor. This was “Our Teacher’s
a Walrus” (previously featured in the
comic as a text serial), a contemporary adventure in which the afflicted
schoolmaster had several hairraising adventures before eventually
swallowing a ‘wishing pill’ and returning to his normal form.
“Walrus” ran out of steam after 9
weeks and Watkins returned to

“Danny Longlegs” for a ‘one off’
Christmas special before beginning
“Brave Young Black-Hoof”, a short
adventure lasting only seven weeks,
that recounted the exploits of a wild
stallion and Hawkeye, an Indian boy.
A second series of each of “Danny
Longlegs” and “Brave Young BlackHoof” followed. Watkins’ only adventure strip for Dandy during the 1950s
was “Tommy Brown’s Slave”, another strip that did not quite ring the
bell with readers and lasted only 13
weeks over the summer of 1950.
In 1953 Thomson launched Topper,
and a few years later its sister comic,
Beezer. With the increased output

required to fill these new publications, Dudley Watkins was
taken off adventure strips in
order to concentrate on his already demanding output of
regular characters for Beano and
Dandy and to create cover characters
for the two new comics. Jack Glass and
the other ‘regulars’ continued to draw
adventure strips for Dandy but Watkins’ role in the field was, to a great
extent, taken over by Paddy Brennan.
Brennan had started working for
Thomson in 1949 and quickly estab-

lished himself as an adept practitioner
of the adventure strip art-form.
Brennan’s first series for Dandy was
“Sir Solomon Snoozer” in 1949. This
was quickly followed by “Rusty”, a
fairly long running ‘comic’ strip. Brennan started to get into his stride as an
adventure strip artist in Dandy with
“Fighting Forkbeard – The Sea Wolf of
Long Ago”, and then really began to
show the quality of his work in the
genre with “The Galloping Glory Boys”
in 1952. In March 1954 he came of age
when he took over “Young Drake” after
Watkins had drawn the opening episode. This Elizabethan adventure was a
splendidly conceived and beautifully
crafted strip, packed with enough
verve and excitement for even the
most demanding enthusiast.
Brennan went on to draw other excellent adventure strips for Dandy including “Turtle Boy”, “Robin Hood” and the
very memorable “Crackaway Jack”.
No study of Dandy adventure strips
would be complete without mention of

“Black Bob”, billed as ‘the wisest
sheep-dog in Scotland’ in the advert
that heralded his first appearance, but
later referred to as ‘the Dandy Wonder
Dog’. Black Bob made his debut in the
comic in a text story on 25th November
1944. The first serial related his struggles as he made his way home to Selkirk in Scotland after being kidnapped
and taken to Liverpool. Along the road
he encountered many adventures and
it was all in a day’s work for Bob to
take on a fully grown lion in order to
save a child’s life. As Ray Moore has
commented in his excellent “Dandy
Monster Index”, the first Black Bob
serial was very much inspired by Eric
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Knight’s classic novel: “Lassie Come
Home”, the Technicolor film version
of which was released in 1943. But
Bob was soon involved in all manner
of fresh and completely original adventures that ran in the comic for
decades.
The spot illustrations for the “Black
Bob” text stories were drawn by Jack
Prout a talented artist whose depictions of Bob captured perfectly the
grace, power and intelligence of the
animal. Prout was also a dab hand at
drawing the many humans who fea-

tured in the stories, particularly
Bob’s master, Andrew Glenn.
In 1946 “Black Bob” began appearing in adventure strip format in the
Thomson weekly newspaper-style
magazine The Weekly News. Fortunately the artwork for the strips was
also by Prout who showed that he
was equally at home in this medium
as he was drawing spot illustrations.
Bob was so popular with readers of
both Dandy and The Weekly News
that in the autumn of 1949 Thomson
issued the “Black Bob Book”, first of
eight volumes that appeared over
the next fifteen years. The books
comprised a mix of stories strips and
features.
After twelve years of featuring in
text stories in Dandy “Black Bob”
graduated to adventure strip format
in the comic in May 1956. His first
strip adventure was an adaptation of
the very first text serial. The ‘Dandy
Wonder Dog’ remained a regular in
the comic until the early 1980’s. The
strips were all drawn by Prout and
were all reprinted from The Weekly
News. Some appeared more than
once in the comic.
There was a very mature feel to the
“Black Bob” strips. The scripts were
generally of a high standard and
showed an intimate knowledge of
their subject. There was often great
tension in the storylines with Bob
frequently being kidnapped or falsely
accused of some horrible misdemeanour. He faced death on countless occasions yet always lived to
save the day and bring the perpetrator to justice. He saved his sheep
and more than once he saved his
master. Black Bob certainly was a
Wonder Dog and a fine example of
the high quality adventure strips that
for decades were such a highlight of
the Dandy.

THE DANDY SUMMER SPECIALS 1964-1979

Trivia Quiz (from page 2): On the rear cover of the 1943 Magic-Beano Book,
Tootsy McTurk’s feet are in a V position. Dot dot dot dash was the morse
code for the letter V. Churchill’s famous motto was V for Victory.
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